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Introduction

What is EMMA?

EMMA is an innovative tool that lets developers collaboratively explore, select, and document alternative solutions to the problem of evolving a complex system to meet changing requirements.

In order to make well-informed decisions about the evolution of a system through its sequence of releases, managers need access to information about interdependencies among the requirements, constraints and for different parts of the system. EMMA provides a web-based interface for recording, managing, and disseminating this information.

EMMA in Action

In this section, we describe a scenario in which EMMA is used. To simplify things, we describe the requirements negotiation process as taking place among a single group of developers in the initial stages of a project.

Initial Development

Debbie has an idea for making a useful tool: a program that automatically generates status reports from project management data. At this stage, it is just the germ of an idea; Debbie doesn’t know what the requirements ought to be, or what resources will be needed to build it, or what sorts of report format should be used, or what sort of data format the project data will be in. But, she knows enough to get started in EMMA:

- She creates a new EMMA workspace for recording development information about the system.
- She calls the top (and only) node “Status Reporter”. The top node of an EMMA workspace represents the entire system to be built, while lower-level nodes represent components of that system.
• She makes herself the owner of this node. That means that she is the only one allowed to modify the requirements for the system as a whole.

• On the properties page, she enters one item: “Automatically generates progress reports from project management data”. The properties of the top node represent requirements of the system as a whole.

Before Debbie can go any further with her idea, there are many questions that need to be answered and issues to address:

1. What format will the reports be in?

2. What data format will the project data be in?

3. What technology will be used to generate the reports?

4. What platform will the report generator run on?

5. etc.

At this point, Debbie calls a brainstorming meeting of all her developers to discuss the project.

Fred suggests that, rather than developing text generation technology from scratch, they should use the Company X text generation framework. Debbie agrees, but to be a little more general, she puts “text generation framework” into the context of the top goal. The context represents assumptions as well as resources used in building the system.

Ted proposes that a quick prototype could be implemented in WordBasic using MailMerge (a simple programmable database that interoperates with MS Word) as a stand-in for a project management database. The first prototype might just use fill-in-the-blank templates to create the reports, rather than real text generation. Debbie makes Ted a contractor for the top node. (The contractors for a node are those team members that will work on implementing the system or component corresponding to that node). Underneath the top node, Ted creates a solution called “Word-based Solution”. (A solution is a particular approach to building a system or system component by dividing system requirements among lower level components. Each solution will have several subgoals underneath representing these components.) On the properties page, Ted adds new properties, “Word-compatible reports” and “Able to incorporate free text in Word format”. On the context page, Ted adds the resources “MS Word”, “WordBasic”, and “MailMerge”. Ted gives the solution the following subgoals:
1. MailMerge database
2. Report templates
3. GUI Interface
4. WordBasic macros

Ted allocates the properties and context elements of his solution among these subgoals. For each property, Ted creates links to those context elements on which the property depends.

Ted suggests that, as soon as Company X comes out with a version of their text generation framework that generates Web pages, they could make a version of “Status Reporter” that is viewable over the World-Wide Web. Debbie adds Ted to the list of contractors for the top node. Ted adds an alternative solution, called “Web-based Solution”. On the properties page, Ted adds several new properties: “Viewable using standard web browsers”, “Viewable across the WWW.” On the context page, Ted adds a new context element, “Framework for generating web pages” and adds “JRun configurable Java web server”. Ted creates the following subgoals for this solution:

1. Project data interface.
2. Web server
3. Report viewer
4. Report generator
Ted then allocates the properties and context elements of her solution among these subgoals. For each property, Ted creates links to those context elements on which the property depends. At this point, the EMMA solution structure for “Status Reporter” looks like Figure 1.

![EMMA Solution Structure for “Status Reporter”](image)

Debbie adds a sequence of releases and tentatively assigns properties and context elements to releases. The first release will have the properties “Generate status reports from project data”, “Word-compatible reports” and “Able to incorporate free text in Word format”. The second release will have the properties “Generate status reports from project data”, “Viewable using standard web browsers”, and “Viewable across the WWW.” On the context page, Debbie assigns context elements to releases to reflect when they will likely become available.
Debbie then checks the consistency of this release assignment. On the “properties” page of EMMA, she clicks on the button labeled “Analyze”. This produces a list of top-level properties that have potential problem; in this case, there is only the property “Viewable across the WWW”. Debbie clicks on this name, producing the summary shown in Figure 2.

**Property Viewable across the WWW**

Property Viewable across the WWW is currently in the following releases:

- Release 2.0
- Release 3.0
- Release 4.0

Dependency on Unavailable Item in Release 2.0

- Property Viewable across the WWW, which is in release 2.0, depends on top-level context element JRun configurable java web server. This context element will not be available until release 3.0.

Figure 2: Completeness/Consistency Report for one property of Status Reporter

This report tells Debbie that she can’t have the property “Viewable Across the WWW” in Release 2, because it depends on JRun, which is not available until later.
To correct this problem, Debbie moves the property "Viewable Across the WWW" to release 3.

Finally, Debbie generates a summary of the release plan. The results are shown in Figure 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Releases</th>
<th>New Objects in Release</th>
<th>Objects Removed from Release</th>
<th>Release Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>(P) Word-compatible reports</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(P) Able to incorporate free text in Word format</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(P) Generate status reports from project data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(G) Status Reporter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(S) Web-based Solution (active)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(G) Project Data Interface</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(G) Report generator</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(S) Word-based Solution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(G) MailMerge Database</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(G) Report template</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(G) GUI Interface</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(G) WordBasic macros</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>(P) Viewable using standard web browsers</td>
<td>(S) Word-based Solution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(P) Viewable across the WWW</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(G) Web server</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(G) Report viewer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>(C) Java configurable java web server</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Release Report for "Status Viewer"

Maintenance
Later, development on status reporter has reached the maintenance phase. The Word based prototype has been built, and feedback was gathered. The feedback was used to
come up with new requirements (entered as properties) for the commercial, Web-based release:

- The first Web version of Status Reporter works off of ASCII data files representing the project data. A planned later version will work off of a database API instead.

- Besides status reports, which only describe the current state of the project, Debbie wants to be able to also generate progress reports, which compare the state of the project on two different months.

Debbie tentatively plans to implement progress reports in release 3.0, and to make release 4.0 database compatible. She makes these release assignments in EMMA and clicks on Analyze. The results are shown in figure 4. There is a problem in release 3.0 because progress reports depend on Project History, which is only available in the database compatible version. For this reason, Debbie decides to postpone progress reports until release 4.0 (or she could implement database compatibility earlier).

---

**Property Progress Reports**

**Property Progress Reports** is currently in the following releases:

- **Release 3.0**
- **Release 4.0**

**Dependency on Unavailable Item in Release 3.0**

- **Property Progress Reports**, which is in release 3.0, depends on property **Project History Data of solution Database Compatible Interface**. This solution will not be available until release 4.0.

---

Figure 4: Analysis of Progress Reports
What Problems Does EMMA Address?

EMMA provides a combination of features that is unique among tools to support software engineering. EMMA provides a convenient structure that explicitly records the following types of information.

1. The properties that a system (or component) must fulfill and the context under which it is to be developed. This way of organizing system requirements is critical for being able to plan for the evolution of a complex system.

2. The planned sequence of releases of a system, and the information about what system properties and context elements will be available in what releases.

3. The alternative solutions considered for each system component.

These features together provide information management to support the development and evolution of a complex system. They allow for reasoning about interdependencies of subsystems and about what each member of the development team is expecting from the others. EMMA supports developers in thinking in terms of system evolution rather than the separate activities of system development and system maintenance. By explicitly representing alternatives and future releases, developers have a convenient way to record their thoughts about why they made the design decisions they made and what future circumstances would cause them to revise those decisions.

How Does EMMA Represent Design Information?
Design evolution information in EMMA is organized around five interrelated concepts:

- Functional requirements;
- **Context**: assumptions, resources and design constraints under which those requirements are to be achieved;
- **Development goals**, which cluster related requirements and the associated context information;
- **Solutions**, which are software engineering approaches to meeting those goals;
- **Evolutionary Change**, which may alter requirements, context, goals or solutions.

**Features of EMMA**

EMMA uses a Java/HTML-based hypertext interface, for easy deployment in any environment that supports standard web browsers. It also uses CoGenTex’s advanced presentation generation technology to automatically generate various hypertext reports and web pages. Information entered into EMMA can include links to external documents, such as requirements or specifications created using other tools.

**Comparison of EMMA with Other Tools and Methodologies**

**EMMA and Design-by-Contract**

EMMA's approach to system development by partitioning into components, each of which must satisfy certain requirements, is similar to the idea of "Design by Contract" [Meyers]. An EMMA solution structure can be thought of as a contract for building a solution and also for future evolution of that solution. However, Design by Contract as it is usually interpreted does not provide any mechanism for discussion and negotiation about the nature of the contract; it is a purely top-down development. The EMMA metamodel is unique in providing for exceptions, which allow for "contract negotiation" in which bottom-up influences can affect the final design for a system.

Each goal in an EMMA solution structure represents functionality that the contractor promises to provide (by building a solution). The context associated with a goal represents commitments made by the goal owner (which can reflect functionality provided by other contractors, or guarantees about the users or operating environment). This view of system development is compatible with (but not limited to) the concept of **required** and **provided** interfaces for components [Euclid, TRP,
CBSE]. The provided interface describes the external behavior the component must satisfy, while the required interface describes the demands the component makes on (or services required of) other components. The EMMA notion of exceptions is broader than the usual notion of required interfaces, however. Exceptions allow a component to make demands not only on other components, but also on users and on the environment. Thus in an iterative development model, some of the high-level goals for the system may ultimately reflect the needs of particular components. This is important for system developers to know, since evolutionary changes may modify or eliminate components and thus make some system requirements obsolete.

**EMMA and other information management tools**

The goal of EMMA is to manage information used in software development throughout a system's life cycle. EMMA differs from other tools in several respects: (1) EMMA manages not only the system requirements that developers must satisfy, but also the context in which the developers develop the system. This contextual information includes assumptions about the operating environment and user behavior of the fielded system, and also assumptions about externally supplied products (tools, infrastructure, etc.). (2) EMMA supports explicit planning of software evolution. Following the release-based software development model, EMMA allows developers to plan for several future versions of a system at once, so that the system can be built not only to satisfy current requirements, but also to anticipate future requirements. (3) EMMA supports communication among all the members of the development team, including project managers, software designers and software developers. (4) EMMA relates system development tasks to technical issues, to help make sure that all members of the project are informed about the consequences of development decisions.

EMMA has some similarities with three broad types of tools: (1) Project and process management tools, (2) Requirements management tools, and (3) Configuration management tools.

**Project Management Tools**

Like project management tools such as Microsoft Project, EMMA partitions work on a project into a number of smaller parts, and allocate each part to one or more members of the development team. Also like project management tools, EMMA keeps track of the dependencies among parts of a large project. However, in project management tools, the emphasis is on scheduling and resource allocation for tasks, while in EMMA the emphasis is on assumptions and requirements for system components. In project management tools, there is no convenient way to connect the various tasks with system components, and there is no way to automatically
determine functional dependencies among tasks; these dependencies must be inserted by hand. On the other hand, EMMA keeps track of dependencies among system components in terms of the properties and assumptions declared for each component. In this way, EMMA has a more detailed understanding not only of dependencies, but also the reasons (rationale) for dependencies. EMMA thus is more flexible in considering contingencies and alternative approaches to building a system. Because EMMA is not concerned with scheduling or with resource allocation, its functionality is complementary to that of a project management tool.

Requirements management tools

Requirements management tools such as Requisite Pro share with EMMA the concern with system requirements and collaborative information management among participants on a project. Requisite Pro supports team-based requirements management. It allows project team members to prioritize, sort, and assign responsibilities for requirements. It also provides dependencies among requirements, which can be used to trace the relationships among parts of a project (or even among different projects) and supports the computation of the impact of a change of requirements. Finally, like EMMA, Requisite Pro supports the recording of requirements changes, including who made the change, at what time, and why. While much of the functionality of Requisite Pro is similar to that of EMMA, EMMA's notion of a solution structure provides a framework for reasoning about requirements and the components built to satisfy them. Also, EMMA's notion of a sequence of releases provides a temporal dimension for reasoning about requirements that is missing in pure requirements management tools. In these ways, EMMA provides more structure on which to hang requirements and reason about them.

DOORS

DOORS [DOORS] is a requirements traceability tool which provides extensive support for managing shared structured data. Its data model is very general: information is organized into modules, each of which is a hierarchical collection of objects. Each object has a number of attributes, and structured links to other related objects. DOORS provides a convenient “drag and drop” interface for quickly making links between objects. It also provides a wealth of different options for importing and exporting structured data---as Word documents, Microsoft Project data, HTML, etc.

DOORS provides a very flexible and useful framework for collaborative recording and modifying requirements data. Unlike EMMA, DOORS does not assume any particular metamodel. Although this greatly increases the flexibility of using DOORS, it eliminates the possibility of any automated heuristic support in maintaining
consistency, or checking for completeness. Such automated support would have to be implemented as third-party "critic" programs that worked off of DOORS data.

One interesting possibility for future work on EMMA would be to reimplement EMMA using DOORS. This would amount to defining a set of module types, object types, attributes and link types that would be meaningful to EMMA, and then writing all the EMMA analysis tools as various critics on the DOORS structure. Although DOORS doesn't provide any type checks or other consistency checks on its structures, it would be possible to write a report generator that created reports on problems found with a solution structure represented in DOORS.

The only thing that may be difficult to do using DOORS would be to provide interactive support for making a sensible solution structure. Of course, it can all be done after-the-fact via critics on DOORS export files. Many of the EMMA concepts are completely missing in DOORS, such as the notion of a "release", and the distinction between properties and context. But that's to be expected, since it is really a generic tool for managing shared structured data.

Another possibility would be to just keep the EMMA Java code as it is, and work on import/export from DOORS. We could probably make it so that solution structures could be created/edited in either tool.

**IBIS/REMAP**

Whereas DOORS and RequisitePro are intended to capture structural aspects of requirements, another type of requirements management tools are for recording and managing *discussions*, which provide the reasoning behind design decisions. IBIS (Issue Based Information Systems) [IBIS] is a model for representing discussions such as those that a group might have prior to making a decision about a course of action. IBIS sorts the information about how such a discussion progressed into several categories of discussion objects:

1. **Issue.** An issue is usually a question that needs to be answered, such as "How shall we accomplish such-and-such?" Such questions are the starting points for discussions.

2. **Position.** A position is a proposed answer to a question, or a proposed approach to addressing an issue. For example, if the issue is "How shall we get a system with such-and-such properties?" there may be two main alternative positions: (1) "Build it" and (2) "Buy it."

3. **Argument.** An argument is a reason for supporting or objecting to a position. For example, the position called "Buy it" may have a supporting argument "It is quicker" and may have an objecting argument "No current products have a flexible enough interface."
A problem with IBIS is that discussions can grow to be enormously complicated, and there is no support for relating the discussions to decisions that have been actually made in the development of a system. Partly this is because IBIS was intended to be a general model for representing discussions, and was not created with software engineering specifically in mind. REMAP (Representation and Maintenance of Process knowledge) [REMAP] is an extension to IBIS that adds new types of objects and relationships specifically to support the software development process. In addition to the objects supported by IBIS, REMAP also provides the following additional ones:

4. **Requirement.** By introducing requirements, REMAP helps to focus discussions towards the ultimate objectives for the project.

5. **Decision.** While IBIS simply records the alternative positions, REMAP provides more history information about a project by also recording decisions made.

6. **Constraint.** REMAP explicitly records the constraints that design decisions place on the artifacts being developed.

7. **Design Object.** REMAP also explicitly represents the system design artifacts that are at issue in discussions.

8. **Assumption.** REMAP makes explicit the assumptions behind arguments.

**Relationship with EMMA:** REMAP captures some of the same kind of information as the EMMA metamodel. In particular, REMAP is like EMMA in attempting to relate design objects to the assumptions under which those objects were designed. The main focus of REMAP is to record the reasons for deciding among alternative design artifacts. However, in REMAP the relationship between assumptions and design artifacts is indirect: Assumptions are related to arguments, which are related to decisions, which affect design artifacts. EMMA more directly records assumptions as they are relevant to a solution. In contrast to IBIS and REMAP, EMMA structures system information not around issues to be addressed, but around the goals for the system and its components. EMMA also specifically addresses evolution. We believe that this will provide a tighter structure to the information and will allow a more efficient use of the information in future evolution.

One promising approach is to combine REMAP with EMMA. EMMA would provide the overall structure that would serve to focus system information around particular system development goals. REMAP could then be for discussions leading to a decision among alternative plans in the EMMA solution structure.
WinWin

IBIS and REMAP take discussions to be about objective, factual issues. In contrast, the WinWin model [WinWin], also funded by EDCS, recognizes that different stakeholders may have different objectives for a project and different views about what is relevant and what is important. WinWin makes the idea of negotiations among multiple stakeholders explicit in the model. The objective of a WinWin discussion is to find a set of win conditions that are acceptable to all of the diverse participants in a project.

We will not attempt to describe the WinWin model in detail, but instead will summarize the key points that are relevant for EMMA:

By keeping track of the sources for requirements (Which stakeholders demanded which requirements? To what extent were the requirements a compromise between different objectives?) WinWin can help future maintainers to understand the issues involved in system evolution. The objectives of the different stakeholders can be revisited at a later time to see if the reasons for the original development decisions still apply.

WinWin explicitly records when requirements are "scoped out" because of lack of resources or because of conflict with other requirements. System requirements that have temporarily been put to the side are good candidates for possible directions of evolution directions for the system.

EMMA has several features in common with WinWin. In particular, both systems support collaboration, recording of goals and assumptions, and recording possible directions for system evolution. However, these two systems are appropriate at different stages of a system's life cycle. WinWin is most appropriate during the initial negotiation of requirements among customers, end-users, and developers. Unlike WinWin, EMMA assumes that the developers are, in some sense, all on the "same team" and are trying to accomplish the same ultimate goals. EMMA is therefore more suited for goal-directed development after the initial requirements have stabilized and in planning for future evolution.

Configuration Management Tools

Finally, configuration management tools such as StarTeam provide functionality that is in some ways similar to that of EMMA. Like EMMA, StarTeam is a collaborative information management tool. It keeps track of differences between versions of a software product. It supports future releases indirectly, by tracking the handling of change requests. Like EMMA, StarTeam supports distributed projects. However, the emphasis of StarTeam is mainly on configuration management, and annotating versions of a software product with information about how it differs from earlier
versions (and why the changes were made). In contrast with EMMA, StarTeam is not concerned with planning future evolution of a system, but is instead concerned with documenting past evolution.

**Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work**

The idea behind the use of EMMA to support software evolution is that when an evolutionary step occurs, it will always be initiated by some change of properties or context at some level of the solution structure. EMMA can help in understanding the impact of such a change by tracing through the dependency relationships to discover what subgoals are affected by the change. The tracing can be used in the reverse direction, as well, to find out what high-level goals depend on what components of the system solution. This makes analysis of the impact of changes much more focussed.

EMMA is designed to support system development and evolution in the following ways:

- It supports structured, goal-directed communication about system development. EMMA provides a framework for recording information about the expectations and responsibilities of all members of the development team.

- EMMA presents information about the status of a development project, tailored for each subsystem or component. This status information includes incompleteness (in terms of requirements implemented) as well as inconsistencies of the dependency or release information.

- EMMA provides evolution assistance in several ways:

  1. It provides a mechanism for a developer to anticipate future changes in requirements, assumptions and resources, and record a plan for responding to these changes. These recorded anticipations can provide a valuable head-start for future system developers charged with responding to such changes.

  2. It allows for high-level requirements or assumptions to be changed to take into account problems encountered in implementation. A developer who runs into problems in fulfilling a goal can request changes in the requirements for that goal. EMMA provides a structure for recording the reasons for such changes and provides support for propagating such changes throughout the system.
3. It supports release planning by providing an analysis of the completeness and consistency of a system, on a release-by-release basis. EMMA does this by tracing the chain of dependencies of features for each release to see if a property depends on a resource that is not available for the release or on a low-level property that will not be implemented for that release.

**Recommendations for Future Work**

Currently, EMMA exists as a research prototype. For it to be made into a useful, commercial-quality tool, there are several design, feature, and implementation changes that should be made.

**Database implementation**
First, EMMA currently stores all information in an ASCII file format. Although this choice was convenient for rapid implementation of the prototype, it is not a viable long-term solution. Eventually, EMMA should be reimplemented using a fast, robust, database. This would have many advantages, because many of the EMMA operations that are now slow and fragile could be implemented using standard database operations. These include: (1) copying all or part of a solution structure, (2) maintaining links among properties, (3) maintaining history information and making backups, (4) multiuser operations.

**Multi-Threaded Server and Improved Multi-user Capabilities**
The current implementation of EMMA only allows one user to access an EMMA solution structure at a time. This limitation would be unacceptable in a big project involving a large number of developers. For this reason, the EMMA Data Manager needs to be rewritten so that several users can access EMMA at the same time. Also, the access control that is currently used by EMMA is not very robust, and easily circumvented. A more secure form of access control should replace it.

The implementation of a more sophisticated multi-threaded/multi-user version of EMMA depends on the multi-use policy that is to be enforced. For this reason, development along these lines needs to take place using extensive feedback from user groups.

**Improved Reports**
Although EMMA currently generates a number of different types of reports about the state of the EMMA solution structure, these reports could certainly be improved greatly, to make them more focussed and more informative. As with the multi-user capability, the exact type of reports to be generated should be decided with extensive feedback from user groups.
Automated Support for Creating and Modifying Solution Structures

The usability of EMMA would be greatly improved with more sophisticated ways to create and modify complex solution structures. The exact type of operations that should be supported would depend on the needs of user groups. This feature would also depend on the type of operations provided by the database implementation.

More Flexible Solution Structures and Releases

Although the EMMA metamodel is very general, there are still serious limitations that may need to be overcome in a commercial-quality product. Some new features that would likely prove useful in the development of a complex system are:

1. Ability to create subreleases. EMMA’s current notion of a “release” is a delivery of the entire system. For a complex system, there will also be subreleases, which are different versions of components or subsystems. EMMA needs the ability to declare subreleases and specify how they combine to make releases of the system as a whole.

2. Structure sharing. Currently EMMA does not allow alternative solutions to share subgoals. It is possible to copy a goal from one solution and paste it into the other, but once that is done, changes to the original are not reflected in the copy.

3. Parallel solution development. Currently, EMMA has a linear notion of a system’s releases. At any time, there is a notion of the “current release”. A more general approach would be to allow multiple, ongoing versions of a system to be represented in EMMA at the same time. For example, there could be Macintosh and Windows versions of a software system which would evolve in parallel.

These changes to EMMA would make it into a unique and very powerful tool for managing the evolution of complex software systems.
The EMMA Metamodel for System Evolution

EMMA was designed to support the collaborative development and evolution of complex systems. EMMA manages the collection “evolution memory” for a software system, which contains information about the context in which design decisions were made, including plans for future system evolution. Software developers have the opportunity both to draw from this memory to understand the reasons for past decisions and the consequences of evolutionary changes, and to add to it, to make their own insights available for future system evolution.

EMMA’s approach to supporting software evolution is to let the developers’ goals for software evolution drive the way design knowledge is acquired and presented. EMMA supports the communication and management of information about the goals and plans for system development by providing a structured interface for recording this information, and a collection of tools for analyzing the consequences of changing requirements. This chapter describes the metamodel for system evolution supported by EMMA.

Properties and Context

In designing a new system, developers need to keep in mind two different kinds of information:

1. properties of the desired system: what functionality the users of the system (where the “users” might not be human; they might be other systems) can expect the system to provide, and

2. contextual information: assumptions about users, other systems, computational infrastructure and operating environment on which the system can rely.
Typically, a system’s requirements combine both types of information, but very often much of the background information about the expected behavior of users and the properties of the operating environment is left implicit. The lack of documentation of implicit assumptions makes it very difficult to uncover the impact when this kind of information changes.

EMMA uses the term *property* to mean any feature or attribute that a system or system component should have when it is implemented. The assumptions, resources, and definitions of terms used in implementing the system or component are collected in the *context*. EMMA is unique among requirements management tools in clearly making the distinction between properties and context.

The EMMA metamodel thus explicitly distinguishes between functional requirements for the system (which become ‘‘properties’’) and the context within which the system is developed. The context consists of background information that is needed to understand a system’s functional requirements, including:

- the definitions of terms used in the requirements,
- assumptions about the domain, users and the operational environment, and
- properties of other systems with which the system being built must interact.

The context provides a framework within which the solution is to be constructed, and describes the system’s role within that framework.

In the EMMA metamodel, the context associated with a goal will include the answers to the following sorts of questions (not intended to be exhaustive):

- What sort of users will be operating the system, and what kind of training will they have?
- How many users will operate the system simultaneously?
- Into what sort of operating environment will the system be placed?
- What resources (COTS products, tools, etc.) will be used with the system being developed?
- What are the properties of those resources on which we can rely?
- What are the meanings of the terms used in the requirements documents?
In understanding the design of a system, this kind of context information is as important as the functional requirements that the system must meet. This is especially true for system evolution. When putting a system into a new environment, it is crucial to understand what assumptions the original developers made about the operating environment. If some of these assumptions are no longer valid, then the system will likely need to be redesigned. EMMA’s ability to trace the assumptions to the specific system components that rely on them can greatly improve the efficiency of responding to system changes.

**Goals and Solutions**

The organizing principle behind EMMA’s metamodel for system development is that to reason about system evolution, it is necessary to understand in detail the goal for a system and the solution constructed to address those goals.

A **goal** for EMMA is a collection of properties and context elements that together describe a kind of development contract. The contractor agrees to build a system or system component satisfying the properties for that goal, if the client provides all the resources appearing in the context and insures that all the assumptions appearing in the goal’s context are true.

A **solution** in the EMMA metamodel is a software engineering approach to satisfying some development goal. A solution may either be atomic or composite. An atomic solution is created by explicitly providing a reference to an existing implementation satisfying the goal (e.g., a COTS tool or component from a library). A composite solution describes a way of creating a system by partitioning system responsibilities among system elements. For example, a solution for building a complex system might involve partitioning the system into user interface, data structures, and algorithms, each with a corresponding goal with its own requirements to fulfill.

Goals occurring at different levels of the solution structure will have different associated contexts. The context for a component of a system will include information not only about external systems and users, but also about other components with which it must interact.

The collection of goals and solutions associated with a system to be built will be referred to as a solution structure. Figure 1 below shows a sample solution structure. Mathematically, it is a tree structure, in which every node of the tree represents a goal or solution. Every solution structure starts with a top-level goal node, representing the requirements for the system to be built. In Figure 1, the goal is to build a system called “Status Reporter”. Underneath the top goal is one or more solutions, representing alternative approaches to implementing that system. In this example, there are two solutions: “Web-based Solution and “Word-based Solution”. For each solution there may be one or more subgoals, representing components, or subsystems.
In the case of "Web-based Solution", there are four subgoals: "Project Data Interface", "Web Server", "Report viewer", and "Report Generator". Different solutions will in general have different subgoals. Each subgoal may in turn have one or more solutions underneath. An EMMA solution structure thus alternates solutions ("or" branches representing implementation choices) and goals ("and" branches representing decomposition into subsystems) until at the bottom are atomic solutions, representing already implemented components, utilities, tools, algorithms, etc.

**Why Alternative Solutions?**

Because potentially there can be a number of alternative solutions at every level, this can mean that much of an EMMA solution structure represents possibilities that are not relevant for a particular implementation of a system. So why then is it important to represent all these other possibilities? The reason is that there is never just one implementation of any useful system. There is always a succession of releases and versions, each of which differs from the last in large or small ways. These changes from release to release are made to reflect new requirements from the customer or user, or to fix problems discovered in earlier versions of the system, or to take into account changes in infrastructure or hardware.

By explicitly representing alternatives, EMMA provides a place to record the reasoning behind the original choice of approaches at ever level of the design. When a future requirement or change of context forces the developers to revisit those original design decisions, this reasoning can be checked to see to what extent it still applies. Of course, good documentation does this, in an informal way, but EMMA makes good documentation practice more reliable by tying the reasoning for choices to the properties and context changes maintained in the solution structure. EMMA is unique among tools for software engineering in its support for alternatives in the context of system evolution.

**Dependencies**

EMMA provides a structured way for recording, maintaining and analyzing the dependencies among properties and context elements. The EMMA metamodel supports the following types of dependencies:

1. A property of a subgoal may **contribute to** a property of its parent solution. For example, a system solution may have a property, "User friendliness". This solution may have a subgoal "User Interface" with a property "Intuitive graphical interface" which contributes to the property "User friendliness". EMMA records this as a "contributes_to" link from the low-level property to the high-level property.
2. Similarly, a property of a solution may contribute to a corresponding property of its parent goal.

3. A property of a subgoal may also contribute to a context element of a sibling goal. For example, a solution may have subgoals “User Interface” and “Tree Algorithms”. “Tree Algorithms” might provide a particular algorithm, “tree balancing algorithm” which is used by the “User Interface” for automated layout. Thus “tree balancing algorithm” would be a property of “Tree Algorithms” and would be a context element of “User Interface”. EMMA records this as a “contributes_to” link from the property to the context element.

4. A property of a goal may depend on a context element of that goal. This is extremely important for planning releases. Not only does a component as a whole depend on particular assumptions or resources, but also each property of a component may depend on those context elements. This fine-grained dependencies allow “What If?” type reasoning about releases: If we drop or add this feature, what savings or cost in terms of required resources would result? EMMA records this as a “depends_on” link from the property to the context element.

5. A context element of a goal or solution may depend on the context element of the parent node. Context elements represent resources and assumptions provided or insured by means external to the node. In EMMA, these context elements flow from a high-level node down to the lower level nodes in which they are used. This is recorded as a “depends_on” link from the low-level context element to the parent context element.

The above rules describe the “single step” dependencies in EMMA. By chaining these atomic dependencies, EMMA can compute longer-range dependencies relating properties and context elements throughout the solution structure. This network of dependencies in EMMA provides an opportunity for automated support in tracing requirements or assumptions to the system components in which the requirements are implemented or the assumptions are used.

**Releases**

To provide for the changes of a system’s requirements and implementation during its lifetime, the EMMA metamodel has a concept of a release. A release is a “slice” through a solution structure, picking out

- a subset of the properties and context elements that are relevant for a particular version of a system,
• a subset of the subgoals that are relevant and,

• (when there is more than one solution to a goal), which solution is to be “active” for that version.

In release-based software evolution, a release represents incremental progress towards the “ultimate” system; typically, the first release will only be a demonstration of key concepts, while later releases will gradually introduce more desired features, some of which will require design changes in order to be incorporated. EMMA is unique among tools supporting requirements management in explicitly representing the progression of requirements throughout a planned sequence of releases.

Developing a sequence of releases is not simply a matter of adding more and more features from a pre-existing list. Once a release is completed and given to users, there will be feedback about desired new features, as well as bugs to fix. There will also be unanticipated changes to available tools and infrastructure on which future releases will depend. The EMMA solution structure assists in managing these changes of release plans by tracking dependencies among properties and context for all system goals.

The network of dependencies among properties and context elements in a solution structure allows EMMA to automatically compute a release assignment for low-level properties and context elements using release assignments for properties and context elements of the top goal.

**Collaboration: Goal Owners and Contractors**

Another aspect of software development supported by EMMA’s metamodel is collaboration. In developing a solution to meet some high-level goal, developers proceed by factoring each goal into smaller subgoals. Developers working on different subgoals must coordinate their actions. To facilitate this coordination, the EMMA metamodel has a notion of the *owners* and *contractors* for goals. The owner of a goal is responsible for that goal and any solution developed to achieve it. A contractor for a goal is a developer who is working towards achieving the goal. Only a goal owner may change the requirements associated with the goal, but a contractor for a goal is able to create, modify, and act on a solution for achieving the goal.

The context and properties associated with each node represents the details of a contract between two groups of people. For the top goal, the properties represent the functionality that the developers are promising to build, while the context represents necessary conditions that the owner of the top goal (representing the customer) will guarantee.
At lower levels of the solution structure, context and properties represent contracts, as well, but they may represent contracts between developers as well as with the customer. The context of a lower-level goal represents not only resources and assumptions that will be guaranteed by the customer, but also those that will be guaranteed by other members of the development team (those working on other goals). Likewise, the properties of a lower-level goal represent not only functionality required by the customer, but also functionality required by fellow developers. If one component provides some functionality that is used by another component, that functionality will appear in the “properties” of the goal for the first component, and in the “context” of the second component. EMMA thus provides structured collaboration by supporting the recording and analysis of the web of obligations among members of a development team.

**Negotiation and Discussion among Collaborators**

There are two main models for collaboration that are commonly used:

1. Top-down models, in which the requirements are established at the top-level, and carried out at lower levels, and
2. Peer-to-peer models, in which all participants are treated as equals.

The main problem with a pure top-down approach is that it lacks flexibility; if the original partitioning of the tasks turns out to be inappropriate, it can be very difficult to change it. On the other hand, pure peer-to-peer collaboration can become very unstructured and unwieldy; it is difficult to keep focused on the ultimate goals for the project as a whole.

In the EMMA metamodel, we adopted the structure of the top-down approach, but at the same time we took steps to address its inflexibility:

- The hierarchy in the EMMA metamodel is a hierarchy of goals, not a hierarchy of workers or of tasks. The metamodel does not prescribe any order for carrying out tasks, and it does not specify who may or may not work on various tasks. A developer may simultaneously be working on several goals at once, and the owner for one goal may be a contractor for another. Also, tasks performed in order to accomplish goals can occur in whatever order is specified by the organization’s policies or process methodology. The EMMA solution structure provides a way of organizing the results of the development tasks without prescribing how those tasks are done.

- EMMA explicitly supports evolution of the goals for a system.
EMMA supports “bottom-up” as well as top-down influences on a system’s design. Often the final requirements for a system or for a component of a system are arrived at only after a period of negotiation and discussion. A goal owner asks, “Can you give me this?” and the contractor responds, “No, but I can give you this similar thing that will do just as well in most cases.” The EMMA metamodel is designed to support such communication and record it, so that this crucial information about how requirements evolved will be available to support future reasoning. EMMA’s feedback mechanism provides this support.

EMMA’s metamodel allows for the possibility that a particular proposed solution may not satisfy all the requirements of its associated goal; it may lack some desired properties, or it may require additional context elements.

We believe that it is important that such conflicts be explicitly recorded, rather than swept under the rug, because discrepancies between the expectations of clients and what the developer considers realistic can be an important clue to the evolution of the system. One approach to resolving a conflict is by using releases. Early releases might implement only a subset of the desired functionality of the system, while later releases might incorporate additional functionality when the additional resources required by the developer become available. Another way to resolve conflicts is by switching to a different solution. In this case, the conflict becomes the reason for choosing one solution over another, which again is important for evolution: if changes of requirements or context in the future resolves the original conflict, then the choice of solutions can be revisited in a future release.

**Feedback**

As described earlier, the properties and context of a goal of an EMMA solution structure represent a sort of contract:

> The developer agrees to build a system (or component) satisfying the properties, under the assumption that all assumptions appearing in the context are true, and that all the resources appearing in the context are available.

---

1 Additional context elements means that the proposed solution requires more resources than provided in the goal, or that it requires additional assumptions, which makes it less general.
Often it happens that in the course of implementing a component, a developer may discover reasons to revise the associated contract. This could be in the form of a problem with the original requirements: perhaps the developer requires more resources than expected to build his component. Perhaps the developer finds that some inessential system is much more difficult to implement than originally thought. Another reason for revising the contract might be because the developer has discovered an unforeseen opportunity: Perhaps he believes that his component can easily be made more general than planned, or perhaps he finds that it can be implemented using fewer resources.

EMMA provides for the possibility that the contractors for any goal may provide feedback about the contract (properties plus context) for that goal. The contractor makes his proposed change (which is recorded in the solution owned by that contractor). The owner of the goal may then either accept the change (propagating the change upwards to make it “official”) or offer a new counter-proposal. EMMA provides an opportunity to record such changes and the reasons behind them, so that these decisions can be revisited in the future should circumstances change.

**Consistency and Completeness**

Although the long-term benefit of the EMMA solution structure is that it supports the system’s evolution, an important short-term benefit is that the solution structure keeps track of consistency and completeness of a solution.

**Consistency and Completeness Problems**

EMMA uses the network of dependencies among properties and context elements throughout the solution structure to assess the status of the implementation of the system. In particular, EMMA checks for the following potential problems in the solution structure (something that must be resolved among the collaborators)

1. Unavailable dependency: A property occurring in some release depends on a property or context element that is not available until a later release (or which has not been assigned to any release yet).

2. Unaccounted for dependency: A property occurring in some release depends on an unaccounted for context element. A context element in EMMA must have an origin; either it is created as a property of some goal, or else it enters the solution structure at the top goal (representing resources and assumptions guaranteed by the customer). An unaccounted for context element represents something that is required by some goal but which nobody is providing.
3. Unimplemented property: A property occurring in some release may not be completely implemented. A property is only implemented if it can be traced down (through dependency links) to some atomic solution, representing an implemented component.

4. Circular dependency: A property occurring in a release may depend on another property or context element in a circular way. That means that the chain of dependencies connecting the two has a loop.

As described earlier, the EMMA metamodel views such conflicts as important clues for future evolution, as well as indicating a problem in a particular release.
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Appendix: EMMA Pages and Commands

EMMA Title Page

This page, in the right frame when you start up EMMA doesn’t do much, except that

1. clicking on the CoGenTex logo will open a window to the CoGenTex home page, and

2. clicking on the name of the version will toggle the version between “Release Planning Version” and “Mission Planning Version”. The difference between these two versions is mostly differences in terminology. For instance, points in time are called “releases” for release planning, but are called “phases” in the mission-planning version.

Login Screen

This page has a line for entering a user name. The name entered becomes the “current user”. (This version of EMMA only supports one user at a time.) The current user may only edit nodes for which he is the owner or for which there is no owner. The current user may only create new nodes as children of a node for which he is a contractor.

If there is already a current user, then EMMA will forbid a second user from using EMMA until the first user logs off.

There is a special user name, Administrator, which is able to edit any and all information, and can log on at any time.

After logging in, the Workspace Page is loaded.

Workspace Page

This page is for doing operations on EMMA workspaces: creating, deleting, duplicating, renaming, and importing from other tools, and exporting to other tools.
Creating a New Workspace

New Workspace
Click this button in order to create a new EMMA workspace. You will be prompted to enter the name of the new workspace. Afterwards, the new workspace will be in list of workspaces, and you may load it using “Load”.

Import
Click this button to import a WinWin taxonomy file into EMMA. A file dialog appears to allow you to select a WinWin file. The translation operation creates a new workspace using the data from the WinWin file. As with “New Workspace”, the new workspace appears in the list of workspaces, and may be loaded using “Load”.

Operations on an Existing Workspace

For these operations, you must first select a workspace name appearing in the list in the middle of the page. Each workspace has a corresponding file for persistent storage in the directory “workspaces”, a subdirectory of the main EMMA directory.

Load
Click this button to load an existing workspace\(^2\).

Export
Click this button to translate an EMMA workspace into a Microsoft Project mpx file. A dialog will ask you for a name to give the translated .mpx file. The translated file is

\(^2\) Note: EMMA has an auto-save feature, so that every change made to a workspace is automatically saved to the corresponding workspace file. In some cases, such as example workspaces, this could pose a problem, because a user might want to “play” with a workspace without worrying about messing it up for the next person. For this reason, we have a special case of the “Load” operation that deals with example files. If the name of the workspace ends with the string “example”, then loading it will first cause a copy to be made (See Duplicate). All changes to the workspace are then made to the copy, not to the original.
saved to the main EMMA directory. This file can then be loaded into Microsoft Project, or viewed with CoGenTex’ “ProjectReporter” viewer.

**Duplicate**

Click this button to create a copy of an existing EMMA workspace. The name of the copy is the same as the name of the original workspace, with the string “Version n of” added at the beginning. The number “n” is chosen so that the name is unique.

**Rename**

Click this button to change the name of an existing EMMA workspace.

**Delete**

Click this button to delete an existing EMMA workspace.

**Miscellaneous**

**Help**

Click “Help” to view this file.

**Log Off**

Click this to log off and allow another user access to EMMA. If a workspace is currently loaded, then you will be given an opportunity to describe the changes you made to the workspace.

**View Notes**

This button only appears if there is a workspace loaded. Clicking on this button allows you to view the notes on changes to the workspace made by previous users.

**Left Frame**

This page is for giving a global view of an EMMA workspace. In the upper left, there is a Java applet (the TOC Applet) that shows a graphical presentation of the EMMA solution structure for the current workspace. In the lower left are various links for global operations, and two lines of status information. If the option “Show Solutions” is selected, then the solution structure shows a Goal node at the top, representing the system to be built. Underneath the top node is a number of Solution nodes, representing alternative approaches for implementing the top goal. Underneath each solution node is a number of Goal nodes, representing the decomposition of the system into components (or subsystems) for that solution. Each of these goals may in
turn have a number of alternative solutions under them, which may have still more subgoals, etc.

If the option “Hide Solutions” is selected, then the Java applet in the upper left will show only a hierarchical decomposition of the system into components and subcomponents. In this display mode, only goals appearing in active solutions are shown.

**TOC Applet**

The TOC (table of contents) Applet is the graphical tree structure shown in the upper left of the EMMA window. The following operations are provided by the applet:

**Go to a Node**

Clicking on a node in the tree will cause EMMA to display information about that node in the right frame of the EMMA window.

**Expand/Collapse a Node**

To the left of each node is a symbol, either “+” or “-“. The “+” symbol is displayed to indicate that the node has been “collapsed”, meaning that children of that node are not displayed. The “-“ symbol is displayed to indicate that the node has been “expanded”, meaning that children of that node are displayed. Clicking on “+” or “-“ toggles between the two different display modes for that node.

**Hide/Show Solutions**

Underneath the TOC Applet is a link called either “Hide Solutions” or “Show Solutions”. Clicking on the link toggles between the two different modes. In “Hide Solutions” mode, the TOC applet shows only goal nodes, not solution nodes. Furthermore, only the goals of the active solution are shown.
Lower Left

In the lower left are a collection of links that can be clicked to perform global operations on the EMMA workspace. These are:

- “Hide/Show Solutions”, which toggles the TOC Applet between the mode in which only goals are shown, and a mode in which both goals and solutions are shown,
- “Undo”, which undoes the last change,
- “Redo”, which redoes the last undo,
- “Workspaces”, which brings up the page for workspace operations, and “Releases” (called “Phases” in the Mission Planning Version), which gives information about the releases for the top goal of the EMMA solution structure. At the very bottom of the left frame, there are two items of status information: The first item shows whether autosaving is off or on, and the second item shows the current workspace. If there is no workspace loaded, this second item will not appear. To change the autosaving mode, or to change the current workspace, click on “Workspaces”.

Undo

Clicking on this link causes the last change to the EMMA workspace to be undone. Every time a change is made to the current EMMA workspace, a backup is made of the last saved workspace, and then the current workspace is saved. Clicking Undo will reload the last backup workspace.

Redo

Clicking on this link redoes the last change that had been undone.

Workspaces

Clicking on this link causes the “Select Workspace” page to appear in the right frame. Click on this link to log off, to view notes about the current workspace, to switch to a different workspace or to perform other workspace related activities.

Releases (or Phases)
Clicking this link displays a summary of release information for the top goal. This information includes (1) what releases are planned for this node, (2) what properties will be included in each release, and (3) what context elements will be assumed for each release.

**Right Frame**

In the right frame of the EMMA window, there is information and operations that are specific to a given node. This node will be the node highlighted by the TOC Applet on the left.

**Parent Solution/Parent Goal**

Click this link to navigate to the parent node from the current node. It causes the parent of the current node to be highlighted in the applet on the left, and causes information about the parent to appear on the right. This link is not present for the top goal. If the currently selected node is a goal (other than the top goal), then this link says “Parent Solution”. If the currently selected node is a solution, then this link says “Parent Goal”.

**Active Solution**

This link is only present if the currently selected node is a goal. Clicking on this link navigates to the active solution of the currently selected node. If there is no active solution, it creates a new solution first.

**Extended Context**

This link is not present for the top goal. Clicking this link for any other node displays a report giving the context for that node. In the case of a Solution, the extended context tells (1) What properties of subgoals contribute to each property of the solution. (2) What context elements of the solution contribute to each property of the solution. (3) What context elements of the solution are used by properties of subgoals. In the case of a Goal, the extended context tells (1) What properties of sibling goals rely on each property of this goal. (2) What properties of sibling goals contribute to each property of this goal. (3) What properties of the parent solution rely on each
property of this goal. (4) What context elements of the parent solution contribute to each property of this goal.

In general, the extended context gives the relationships among a node and its neighboring nodes: what does it rely on from neighbors, and what does it provide that neighbors rely on.

**Make Active**

This link is only present for inactive solution nodes. Clicking this link causes the current solution to become the active solution for its parent goal.

**Tabs**

There are five “tabs” associated with a node: (1) “Details”, (2) “Alternatives/Subgoals”, (3) “Properties”, (4) “Context”, and (5) “Status”. Clicking on any tab causes the corresponding page to be displayed.

**Details Page**

Clicking on the “Details” tab in the right frame causes the Details page to be displayed. The details page has assorted information about the currently selected node: “Name”, “Owner”, “Contractors”, “Type”, “Description”, “Parent Node”, “Releases”. In each of these cases, to edit the corresponding information, click on the name of the field. Below we describe these fields in more detail, and also editing forms for this information.

**Name**

Clicking on the word “Name” causes a form for modifying the name of the node.
Owner
The owner of a node is the person responsible for maintaining that node. Any changes to the node (its properties, its context elements, its releases) should only be done by the owner (or someone acting in his or her behalf).

Click on the word "Owner" to bring up a form for selecting a person. Click on the name of the owner to cause information about that person to be displayed.

Person Information Form
Clicking on the name of a person appearing in the “Owner” field or “Contractors” field on the Details page causes a form to appear with information about that person. A person has three types of information associated with him/her: (1) A name. (2) A description, and (3) A URL (email address or web page). To edit any of these fields, just click on the name of the field.

Select Person Form
This form displays a list of all people assigned to the current EMMA workspace. To select a person (to assign the owner for a node or to add a contractor for a node), just highlight the name of the person, and then click on the “Select” button. To add a new person to the workspace, click on the “New” button, and a form will appear for entering the name of the new person. This new person will then be added to the list, and you may select this person. To remove a person from the workspace, select the name of the person and then click “Delete”.

Contractors
The contractors for a node are the people responsible for creating children for that node. A contractor for a goal node is allowed to create a solution for that goal. A contractor for a solution node is allowed to create a subgoal for that solution.

Typically, the top goal will be owned by the person responsible for the system being built (a technical manager, for example). The set of contractors for the top goal may often consist of only one person, the person responsible for designing the system. This person will typically be the only contractor for the top goal, and will be the owner of the active solution under the top goal. This top-level designer will typically create the subgoals for his or her solution, and for each subgoal will assign as
contractor the person who will be responsible for implementing that subgoal. Thus, a
typical owner/contractor specification for a solution structure will be:

- Top goal: Owner = technical manager, Contractor = system architect
- Active solution: Owner = system architect, Contractor = system architect
- Subgoal: Owner = system architect, Contractor = subsystem designer

This typical usage follows the pattern that there is only one contractor for each node,
and the contractor for one node is the owner of the children nodes. Also, typically the
owner of a solution is also the owner of all of its subgoals. EMMA does not enforce
this typical usage, however.

Clicking on the word “Contractors” causes a form to appear for selecting the
contractors for a node. Clicking on the name of any contractor appearing in the list on
the Details page will cause information about that person to be displayed.

**Edit Contractors Form**

This form shows a list of all contractors assigned to the current node. There are
buttons for the operations “Insert” (add a new contractor) and “Delete” (remove an
existing contractor).

If you click the button “Insert”, then a “Select Person” form appears, listing all
personnel associated with the current workspace. This allows you to select a person to
add to the list of contractors.

If you click the button “Delete”, the currently selected person will be removed from
the list of contractors for the current node (but not from the list of personnel
associated with the workspace).

**Type**

The type of a node is a string that characterizes what sort of object must be produced
to achieve the goal. EMMA does not constrain the set of possible types for a node, but
typical values might include “application”, “utility function”, “documentation”,
“design”, etc. To edit the type field, just click on the word “Type”.
Description
The description field on the Details page is for informal descriptions of the current node. In the case of a goal, the description will typically be about the requirements (or constraints) for the object (or objects) that is to be built to satisfy that goal. In the case of a solution, the description typically will be about the approach used to satisfy the goal. To edit the description field, just click on the word “Description”.

Parent Goal/Solution
Click on the name of the parent goal or solution to navigate to that node. (This has the same effect as clicking the link “Parent Goal” or “Parent Solution” at the top of the right frame.)

Release (or Phases)
Click on the word “Releases” (or “Phases”) to edit the list of releases associated with the current node. If a node is associated with a release, that means that the node must be completed for that release. (Or at least some subset of the functionality must be completed; the exact functionality that must be finished for the release is described on the “Properties and “Context” pages).

Click on the name of a release in order to view and edit information about that release.

Release Assignment Form
This form shows a table of all releases defined for the current workspace, with a check box indicating whether the current node will be included in that release. Clicking on a check box for a release will toggle it between checked (the node will be included in that release) and unchecked (it will not be included in that release). Clicking on “New Release” will cause a form to appear for adding a new release to the workspace as a whole. Clicking on “OK” dismisses the Release Assignment Form. Clicking on the name of any release causes an information page about that release to appear.
Release Information Page

The release information page contains the following information: (1) The name of the release. (2) A description of that release (usually, this description will contain an informal description of the functionality that will be available for that release). (3) A URL pointing to a web page describing the release in more detail. Click on the name of a field in order to edit it.

At the bottom of Release Information Page are two buttons: Close, which dismisses the page, and Analyze. Clicking on Analyze causes an automatic analysis to be performed in order to determine potential problems with the release.

Release (Phase) Analysis Page

The results of a release analysis are displayed as a table, listing all the properties associated with the release. For each problem, this table indicates whether there is a problem with implementing this property in this release. Clicking on the name of a property displays the problems associated with that property.

The sorts of problems that can be associated with implementing a property for a given release are:

- Dependency on unavailable property or context element. This means that the property depends on some other property that will not be implemented in time for the given release.

- Dependency on unaccounted for property or context element. This means that the property depends on some other property which is not currently planned to be implemented anywhere, or it depends on a context element that has no origin. For example, if a property depends on some utility function, then that utility function should have an origin; either it should be implemented in some other part of the solution structure, or else it should be an input to the project (in that case, the utility function should appear in the context of the top goal). If neither is the case, then the utility function is considered "unaccounted for".
- Circular dependency. In this case, a property depends on some other property or context element that depends on itself in a vicious circle.

Alternatives/Subgoals Page
This tab is called “Alternatives” if the current node is a goal, and “Subgoals” if the current node is a solution. This page contains the following information: (1) The list of children nodes (called “Alternatives” for goal nodes or “Subgoals” for solution nodes), and (2) A rationale. If the current node is a goal, one of the children will be marked as the active solution.

Alternatives/Subgoals
To add or delete a child, click on the word “Alternatives” or “Subgoals”. This causes an “Edit Children Form” to appear.

Click on the name of any child on the Alternatives/Subgoals Page to navigate to that node.

Rationale
The “Rationale” field may be edited by clicking on the word “Rationale”. In the case of a goal, the rationale describes the reason for choosing the active solution among alternative solutions. In the case of a solution, the rationale describes the reasoning behind decomposing the current solution into its subgoals; it describes informally how the subgoals might work together to implement the requirements for the solution (as described in the “Properties” and “Context” pages).

Edit Children Form
This form shows the list of all children associated with a node. There are six buttons for operations involving this list:

(1) Insert: Click this to create a new child. A form will pop up to ask for the name of the new child node.

(2) Delete: To delete a child, first select it, and then click the Delete button.
(3) Copy: To copy a child, first select it, and then click the Copy button. This copy is available for pasting into the children list of any compatible node (you can only paste a goal into the children list of a solution, and vice-versa).

(4) Paste: To paste a copied node, just click the Paste button. This adds the copied node to the list of children (if the type is compatible).

(5) Derive: Click this button to ask EMMA to attempt to derive a first “cut” at the set of children

(6) Done. This dismisses the Edit Children Form.

If the current node is a goal, then the Derive button will create a solution that has (as a default) the same properties and context elements as that goal. If the current node is a solution, then this button will create as many subgoals as there are property groupings as that solution.

For example, suppose that the current solution has the following properties: (1) GUI Interface, with subproperties (1.1) Tree widget for navigation, and (1.2) Mouse-driven operation, and (2) Database services, with subproperties (2.1) Sort by type of object and (2.2) Version control. Then clicking on “Derive” will produce two subgoals, (1) “GUI Interface” with properties “Tree widget for navigation” and “Mouse-driven operation”, and (2) “Database services” with properties “Sort by type of object” and “Version control”.

This heuristic was added because it is often the case that the architecture of a system will approximately mirror the structure of the features that the system must have.

Properties Page

The properties page describes the requirements that the current node must satisfy. Requirements can include both objects to be produced, and features of those objects. (In the typical case, there will be one node for each system component. In that case, the properties page will list the features that the component will have, including functional and nonfunctional properties. However, some nodes may represent a collection of related objects; for example, there might be a node called “Utilities”. In this case, the properties page would list exactly what utilities are included, and what features each utility will have.)
A property appearing in a node must be “implemented” in terms of properties of lower-level nodes. In EMMA, implementation is indicated by the “contributes to” (or “derived from”) relationship (see the “Property Information Page”).

The properties are structured, in the sense that each property may contain a number of subproperties. There are several different conventions for using subproperties in EMMA:

- A top level property may simply be a container for a related collection of subproperties. For example, there may be a property called “GUI properties”, which has as subproperties all properties that are relevant to the graphical user interface.

- A top level property may be logically decomposed into a number of subproperties. For example, the property “Persistent storage” may have subproperties “save to file” and “load from file”.

The properties page consists of a table listing all properties, together with buttons for operating on this table. The table displays the following information about each property:

- The name of the property.
- The category of the property. This is just a label for the type of property (for example, graphical, security, etc.).
- The releases for which that property will be available. There is one column for each release, with a check mark to indicate whether that property will be available in that release.
- The estimated effort associated with implementing the property.
- The origin of the property. This indicates whether the property is “inherited” from a parent property, in which case the origin will be “parent”.

Clicking on the word “Releases” above the release columns can control the set of releases that are displayed in the table. This raises the “Displayed Releases Form”.

Clicking on the name of a release appearing at the top of a release column causes the “Release Information Page” for that release to be displayed.

Clicking on the name of a property causes the “Property Information Page” for that property to be displayed.
At the bottom of the Properties page are a number of buttons for performing various operations: “Release/Phase Report”, “New Property”, “Derive Property”, “Assign to Releases/Phases”, “Assign for What If”, “Paste Property”, and “Help”.

**Displayed Releases Form**
To get to this page, click on the word “Releases” at the top of the release columns on the “Properties Page” or “Context Page”. This form shows a table of all releases for the current node. Beside each release is a checkbox. If this is checked, then the release will be shown on the Properties Page, and if it is unchecked then the release will not be shown. This is convenient in cases where there is a large number of releases, and one would like to concentrate on some small subset of them (typically, the current release and the next couple of future releases).

**Property Information Page**
This page displays information about a specific property or context element. To get to this page, click on the name of a property on the Properties Page or the name of a context element on the Context Page.

This page has the following information:

- The name of the property
- The estimated effort for implementing the property.
- The category of the property.
- The parent property (if the property is a subproperty).
- The description of the property.
- The justification for changes to the property. This field is relevant if the property is inherited from a higher-level node but has since been modified. In this case, the justification field explains the reason for the modification.
- What property (or context element) the current property (or context element) was derived from.
- What properties (or context elements) the current property (or context element) depends on.
- What properties (or context elements) the current property (or context element) contributes to.
For each relationship (derived from, depends on, or contributes to), one may specify additional information about the relationship: (1) requires/is required by, (2) motivates/is motivated by, (3) a comment about the relationship.

If one property contributes to a second property, then the flag “is required by” means that the first property is required for the second property; that is, if the first property is not implemented, then the second property cannot be implemented (at least not within the current solution). The flag “is motivated by” means that the reason the first property was introduced was to satisfy the second property.

If one property depends on a second property, then the flag “requires” means that the first property requires the second property. The flag “motivates” means that the reason the second property was introduced was to satisfy the first property.

EMMA enforces certain restrictions on how one property (or context element) can directly depend on or contribute to another property or context element:

- A property of one node may contribute to (or be derived from) a property of the parent node.
- A property of one node may depend on a context element of the same node.
- A context element of one node may depend on (or be derived from) a context element of the parent node.
- For a goal node, a context element of one node may depend on (or be derived from) a property of a sibling node.

The property information page has two modes: view mode and edit mode. When the page is first opened, it is in view mode, but clicking on the button “Edit” switches to edit mode.

The Property Page has the following buttons:

- Edit (appears only in view mode): Switches to edit mode.
- Delete: Removes the property from the property or context element list of the current node.
- Copy: Saves a copy of a property, to be pasted into another node’s property or context element list.
- Close (appears only in view mode): Dismisses the page.
- Save (appears only in edit mode): Saves the changes to the property.
- Propagate Upwards: This copies any changes in the property to whatever property it was derived from. This allows for "bottom-up" changes. If the property is new, then this operation will create a copy of the property in the parent of the node in which the original is found.

- Propagate Downwards: This copies any changes in the property to any properties derived from it. If the property is new, then this operation will copy the property to any child nodes.

- Cancel (appears only in edit mode): Dismisses the page without saving changes.

**Release (Phases) Report**
This displays a release report for the current node. The format is the same as that produced by the "Releases (Phases)" button on the lower left frame.

**New Property**
This causes a "Property Information Page" to appear, in edit mode, with a blank name for the property. Fill in the name and the other information and then click "Save" to create a new property.

**Derive Properties**
This is used to inherit one or more properties from the parent node. A table listing all properties of the parent that have not already been inherited is shown. Checking a property will cause it to be inherited.

Context elements can also be derived.
Assign to Releases
This saves the changes to release assignments. To assign a property to a release, click on the cell in the row for that property and for the column for that release. This causes a check mark to appear. To unassign a property, just click on a check mark to remove it.

Assign for What If
This button performs a provisional assignment of properties to releases for the purpose of analysis of the consequences of changing the release assignments.

Analysis
This button is currently only available for the top goal. Clicking this button causes a completeness-consistency analysis of the current assignment of releases. If the assignment of releases is done provisionally, using “Assign for What If”, this is called a “What If?” analysis, because it is possible to explore the consequences of a hypothetical change: moving a feature up to an earlier release, or pushing it back to a later release. This analysis is essentially the same as the analysis of a single release (“Release Analysis Page”), except that it includes information about all releases relevant to the current node.

Paste Property
EMMA allows properties to be copied, and pasted as well as nodes. Clicking on the name of the property on the Properties page, and then clicking the Copy button copies a property. After a property has been copied, it can be pasted into the properties list or context element list of any node by going to the appropriate page and clicking the Paste Property button.

Help
Brings up help for the Properties Page.
**Context Page**

The context page has the same structure as the “Properties Page”. While the Properties Page for a node describes what will be provided when the node is implemented (what functionality, what features, what nonfunctional properties), the Context Page details what the implementation of the node depends on. The sorts of things that can appear in the context page are:

- Definitions of terms used in requirements.
- Assumptions about the environment, or about user behavior, or about the behavior of other components.
- Resources used in the implementation of the node which are produced elsewhere.
- Assumed properties of other nodes.

A context element should generally have an origin. The origin of a context element can be external (that is the case for context elements of the top node), or it can be a higher-level node, or it can be a sibling node. If a context element has no origin, then EMMA considers that a potential sign of an inconsistency or incompleteness.

While a property for a node may only be derived from a property of the parent node, a context element can be derived from either the context of the parent node or from a property of a sibling node.

**Status Page**

This page shows potential problems with a node, including incompleteness and discrepancies between the properties and context of a solution and the properties and context of its parent goal. The status page reports the following problems:

- Properties in a goal that are missing in the corresponding active solution. These represent unimplemented system features, and may either reflect incompleteness of the solution, or else a discrepancy that must be resolved through negotiation.

- Extra context elements present in a solution. Again, this discrepancy needs to be resolved through negotiation.

- Properties or context elements appearing in a solution that are different (in description, or name) than the corresponding item in the parent goal. This can
either represent a changed requirement that has not yet been taken into account in the implementation of the solution, or it can represent a discrepancy that needs to be resolved through negotiation.

- Properties or context elements without release assignments.
- Properties or context elements without dependencies. This is a likely indicator that a link has been forgotten.
- Properties or context elements that make no contribution. This either indicates that link has been forgotten, or that the property or context element plays no role in the system being built (and so can be eliminated).
- No properties associated with the node. This probably indicates an incompleteness of the EMMA solution structure for that node.
- No context elements associated with the node. Again, this probably indicates incompleteness.
- Descendants with warnings. This just lists all children nodes (and grandchildren, etc.) that have warnings associated, so that it is not necessary to search through the entire solution structure to find all the potential problems.
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